SHABBAT SERVICE SCHEDULE

Friday, January 24th ............ 8:00 p.m.
  Candle Blessing
  Kiddush Prayer

Sisterhood Sabbath
Reader: Irma Daniel

Saturday, January 25th ............. 10:00 a.m.
  Haftarah Reading: Sanford Gatov
  Kiddush

Friday, January 31st ............... 8:00 p.m.
  Candle Blessing
  Kiddush Prayer

"First Impressions upon My Return from the ARZA Rabbinic Mission to Israel"
by Rabbi Brickman

Saturday, February 1st ............ 10:00 a.m.

Tu B'Shvat Family Service
FROM CANTOR LEUCHTER

We are grateful for the interest in our volunteer congregational choir. We have scheduled two rehearsals:

Saturday, January 18th
12 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Sunday, January 26th
10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

If you are joining us for Shabbat morning services before the Saturday rehearsal, you may want to bring a sandwich for lunch.

Everyone is invited to join the choir. The only prerequisite is the desire to sing. All we ask is that you call the office, 333-4229, and let Maddie know that you'll be joining us.

*****

Cantor Leuchter would like to organize an informal band of musicians to enhance our celebration of Purim, which will be on Sunday, March 23rd. If you play an instrument, want to have some fun and would like to be part of our Purim Band, please call the office and leave a message for the Cantor. There will only be one rehearsal prior to the service.

--------------------------

Tu B'Shvat Family Service

Our next Family Service will be held on Saturday morning, February 1st at 10:00 a.m. This Family Service will celebrate Tu B'Shvat, the New Year of the Trees. The students in our Sunday and Hebrew Schools, their parents, as well as the rest of the congregation are invited to share in this special Family Service.

--------------------------

Condolences

The Rabbi, Cantor and members of the congregation extend sincerest sympathies and heartfelt condolences to Marjorie Lubowsky on the passing of her beloved mother, Rose Olson.
ADA GARFUNKEL HAPPY DAY FUND

Contributions have been made:
In honor of a Speedy Recovery to
E. Judy Mandel from:
Bea Kaplan
Phyllis Barison
In honor of A Speedy Recovery to
Libby Sabsevitz from:
Fanny Tilton
Ruth & Sol Lubow

Congratulations on the engagement of
your beautiful daughter, Ellen to
Mr. & Mrs. Howard Berkowitz from:
Sara Miller

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

DR. HENRY J. GEWIRTMAN
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Contributions have been made:
In memory of beloved husband,
Dr. Harry Handler to Terry Handler
and Family from:
Ceil & David Bauer and
Jessie Pearlman
Ethen K. Gewirtzman
Anne & Maurice Weinberg
In memory of beloved wife and
mother, Mary Wildberg to Mr. Joseph
Wildberg from: Ethen K. Gewirtzman
In memory of your beloved husband,
Charles Wolf to Cel Wolf from:
Anne & Maurice Weinberg
In memory of your beloved mother,
Rose Olson to Marjorie Lubowsky
from:
Ceil & David Bauer and
Jessie Pearlman
Ethen K. Gewirtzman

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

BERTHA FREUDENBERGER FLOWER FUND

Contributions have been made:
In memory of beloved brother, Ernest
Rosen by Ceil & David Bauer and
Jessie Pearlman
In memory of beloved mother, Amelia
Weinberg by Anne & Maurice Weinberg
In memory of beloved husband &
father, Maurice Friedwald by Bea
Friedwald, Ken, Judy & David Myers
In memory of beloved father, Jerry
Gosler by Diane & Joel Gosler
In memory of beloved mother, Ethel
Rubens by Gertrude Hensher
In memory of beloved mother, Anne
Weiss by Joan & Sidney Elkes
In memory of beloved mother-in-law &
grandmother, Bertha Pearlman by
Jessie Pearlman & Robert
In memory of beloved uncle, Saveli
Gornitsky by Clare Garstein

HELEN & MAX SCHNEID MUSIC FUND

Contributions have been made:
In memory of beloved grandmother,
Anne Siegler from: Allison Rennert
Kirshenbaum & David Kirshenbaum
In memory of Dr. Harry Handler,
beloved husband of Terry Handler
from:
Kay Wasserman
Mildred Weisenfeld
Pearl Bresev
In memory of Helen Cook Schneid,
beloved wife of Max Schneid from:
Daughter, Dr. Carolyn Rips and
Grandchildren, Robert & Jill Rips,
Lisa & Dan Prosperi and Alma Rips
In memory of David Cook, beloved
brother-in-law, on the occasion of
his Yahrzeit from: Max Schneid
In memory of Rose Olson, beloved
mother of Marjorie Lubowsky from:
Shirley & Murray Haar
Judy & Ben Kaplan
In honor of Irwin Rosen on being
honored as Outstanding Citizen of
the Year from:
Shirley & Elliott Rosen
Ceil & David Bauer and
Jessie Pearlman
In honor of Cantor Janet Leuchter
from: Barry Grossman and Audrey
Merwin
In honor of grandmother, Hortense
Gutmann from: Elizabeth and James
Weingast
In honor of Max Schneid, for a
complete recovery from a current
illness from: Daughter,
Dr. Carolyn Rips and Grandchildren,
Robert & Jill Rips, Lisa & Dan Prosperi and Alma Rips

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

MEMORIAL FUND

Contributions have been made:
In memory of your beloved husband,
Dr. Harry Handler to Terry Handler
and Family from:
Libby Bergen
Chris & Robert/The Gazebo Salon
Shirley & Elliott Porte

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

RABBI'S DISCRETIONARY FUND

Contributions have been received from:
Vi Pell, in honor of Rabbi
Brickman's ARZA trip to Israel;
Ira & Seymour Jordan, in memory of
Rose Olson, beloved mother of
Marjorie Lubowsky.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SOPHIE GREENBAUM TRIBUTE FUND

Contributions have been made:
In memory of your beloved wife,
Blanche to Dr. Eli Wallack from:
Sara Miller
In memory of your beloved husband,
Charles to Mrs. Ceil Wolf from:
Sara Miller
In memory of your beloved brother,
Leonard Katz to Ann Struhl from:
Sara Miller
In memory of your beloved husband,
Dr. Harry Handler to Terry Handler
and Family from:
Alice Willis
Steven Maltzman and Family
Sus Maltzman
Micki & Artie Rosenbaum
Michael Ricciardone
Dora Gorlin
Bea and Ken Friedwald and
Judith Myers
Hortense Frank
Sandy & Buddy Frank
Goldie Wetzloff
Shirley & Murray Haar
Jeanette Lewin
Bea Kaplan
Phyllis and Ida Barison
Ruth & Sol Lubow
Gertrude Marley
Ruth Singer
Faith Ziff
Sara Miller
In memory of your beloved daughter-
in-law, Mary Wildberg to Myrtle
Wildberg from:
Jeanette Lewin
Bea Kaplan
In memory of your beloved mother,
Rose Olson to Marjorie Lubowsky
from:
Josie Taube
Fanny Tilton
Bert Mehlworm
Phyllis Barison
Irene Hersberg and Andy
Bea Kaplan
Sandy & Buddy Frank
Miriam Nickelsporn
Jeanette Lewin
Ruth & Sol Lubow
Betty Berger
In memory of your beloved wife,
Natalie to Dr. Harry Schneider
from:
Ruth & Sol Lubow
Sara Miller
Libby Bergen
BELLAR PESTIN MEMORIAL LIBRARY FUND

A contribution has been made in
memory of your beloved daughter-in-
law Mary Wildberg to Myrtle Wildberg
from: Ceil & David Bauer and Jessie
Pearlman

MORE THAN ISRAEL HAS KEPT THE
SABBATH, HAS THE SABBATH KEPT ISRAEL

These words illustrate the profound
gratitude and respect that Judaism
feels towards the observance of the
Sabbath. There are few other
mitzvot that are given such
importance, yet the beautiful ritual
and celebration of Shabbat is
accessible to all.

For those who seek to "live
Jewishly", the ritual of lighting
Shabbat candles is a wonderful place
to begin. We welcome the seventh
day at sunset in the familiarity of
our homes. As we face the glow of
the candles and recite the blessings
over the bread and wine, we are
linked with tradition.

Nowhere else in Jewish ritual is an
act so profound. Yet any one of us
is as capable as the most erudite
rabbi of bringing creativity and
meaning to its performance.

As Abraham Joshua Heschel tells us,
"When all work is brought to a
standstill, the candles are lit.
Just as creation began with the
words, 'Let there be light!' so
does the celebration of creation
begin with kindling of lights."

Shabbat gives us the opportunity to
create a day of rest - a day of
holiness.

From: UAHC Outreach Connections

*****

Why not experience the beauty of
Shabbat for yourself, both at home
and in the Temple? Join us for
services every week at 8:00 p.m. on
Friday and at 10:00 a.m. on
Saturday.
From the Rabbi
It may be cold outside, but at Temple Beth-El things are just beginning to heat up. On the spiritual side, Shabbat services are held every week. We are particularly proud of the fact that even though many of our members are in Florida for the winter, we have had a minyan every week, both on Friday evening and Saturday morning. Let's hope the weather continues to cooperate. Special thanks to the members of the Temple who volunteer to read the Haftarah at Saturday morning services. If you want to join our corps of Haftarah readers, just let me know.

In terms of fund-raising, our Bingo Committee continues to work hard to keep this vital project going during the winter. Volunteers are always needed on Wednesday afternoons, as well as on the 4th Sunday of each month. We are especially in need of drivers on Wednesdays. If you are available, even on an occasional basis, please call the Temple office, 333-4229, and Maddie will put you in touch with the Bingo Committee.

Our Fund-raising Committee also has been busy planning some very exciting new activities which our members will enjoy, while helping our congregation at the same time. Watch upcoming issues of the "Temple Bulletin" for more information.

Meanwhile, Temple Beth-El is slowly, but surely entering the new world on the Internet, thanks to our member Greg Zsidisin. Greg has been developing our own Temple Beth-El web page, where information about the congregation will be available to those who are on-line in our own community, as well as beyond.

If you have a special skill which you would like to share with our congregation or you would like to join one of our committees, please call the office and let us know.
IN MEMORIAM

DR. HERMAN COHEN
HERMAN COHEN
NATHAN DERFLER
BENJAMIN ENHOFF
FANNIE FINEBERG
RUTH GLASS
SADIE GLICKMAN
SAMUEL R. GREIMAN
MILDRED B. GROSS
RICHARD S. HEITNER
EPHRAIM HIRSCH
MITCHELL F. KAPLAN

JUDGE CHARLES N. KORS
EMMA LEVY
JACOB LEVY
DANIEL D. LOEB
JACOB C. LOWY
MATILDA MINDEN
ALEX OSTROW
HARRY LOUIS POLL
ERNEST ROSEN
TILLIE RUSKIN
SAMUEL SCHOFENBERG

WILMA GANZ SCHOFENBERG
EDWARD SCHWARTZ
ANNE SILVER
BERTHA HEILBRUNN SIMON
MARGARET Z. SOLED
MORRIS STERN
LOUIS STRUHL
ROSE WAGNER
AMELIA WEINBERG
MOLLIE WEISENFELD
ROSE WIEN
SYLVIA WOHL

WEK ENDING: FEBRUARY 1st

VI AARONSON
SAMUEL ISAAC BERMAN
JOSEPH COHEN
LENA G. FISCHER
AUGUSTE S. FRIEDENSTEIN
SAVELI GORNITSKY
RACHEL GUTTERMAN
LAURA HARWOOD
SAMUEL KORS

CECELIA H. KRAUT
HARRY KREPS
SIMON LEVINE
MAREIM MUCHNICK
SIMON OKUN
BERTHA PEARLMAN
TILLIE PERLBERG
SAMUEL PLATT
BARBARA A. POMERANTZ
DAVID PRESS

AARON L. ROSENMAN
ETHEL RUBENS
PAULINE SCHATTEN
DR. MAX M. SCHWARTZ
PHILIP SEIDEN
HERBERT SINGER
ANNE WEISS
LIBBY WEISS
ALFRED I. ZUKOSKY

WIEIN & WIEIN, INC.
Memorial Chapels
402 Park St.
Hackensack, NJ 07601
Barry WIEIN Mgr.
201-569-2304

152 Second Ave.
New York, NY 10003
212-285-9659

129 Engle St.
Englewood, NJ 07631
201-569-2404

501 Route 79
Morganville, NJ 07751
201-591-8500

2030 Kennedy Blvd.
Jersey City, NJ 07305
201-333-8360

ALL CHAPELS: Florida & rest of USA 1-800-322-0533

leaders in pre-need planning